Multi-time step modeling of plume dynamics in nanosecond-scale carbon ablation.
The time span of plume dynamics in laser ablation of carbon ranges from nanoseconds to milliseconds. Multi-time step approach is developed to study the plume dynamics over this entire range with minimum requirements of numerical computational resources. This approach is applied to study one of the important aspects of nanosecond-scale laser ablation, namely the shielding of incident laser beam with previously ejected plumes. Capturing the shielding effect requires smaller than nanosecond-scale time step because of large velocity and pressure gradients in plume. Use of this time step over the entire domain needs enormous amount of computer time to cover the whole time span of plume dynamics. Multi-time step modeling for such an application is therefore useful. In general, for nanosecond-scale laser ablation this shielding is caused by ionized particles and by gas molecules. It is shown for carbon plume resulting from the nanosecond-scale lasers that the degree of ionization is small. Ionization of ablated carbon is estimated by Saha equation for the given initial plume conditions. The shielding of incident laser beam is therefore calculated by normal molecular absorption. The laser-light intensity that reaches the target for subsequent pulses is evaluated.